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Book title page

YOUR BOOK TITLE

YOUR NAME (optional)

PUBLISHER (optional)

This is the first page, a right hand page. You usually suppress the page 
number.

You could also begin the book with two blank pages before this one

Some authors choose to fill the first page with testimonials or details of a 
special offer.

Some authors choose to put an advertisement here.

It can sometimes be better to put any advertisements on otherwise blank 
left hand pages, however.
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Dedication page

YOUR DEDICATION HERE

Right hand page

Title page

First edition  MONTH YEAR

First Published COUNTRY YEAR by PUBLISHER

© Copyright AUTHOR

All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored 
in or introduced into a retrieval system, or transmitted, in any form, or by 
any means (electronic, mechanical, photocopying recording or otherwise) 
without the prior written permission of the publisher.

This book is sold subject to the condition that it shall not, by way of trade 
or otherwise, be lent, resold, hired out, or otherwise circulated without 
the publisher‘s prior consent in any form of binding or cover other than 
that in which it is published and without a similar condition including this 
condition being imposed on the subsequent purchaser.

ISBN 978-1-904881-XX-XX

Printed by XX

Designed by XX

Images: IMAGE NAME, COPYRIGHT, COPYRIGHT HOLDER NAME
ANY OTHER CREDITS

This is always a left hand page
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Table of contents can stretch over multiple pages
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Optional

This is where you thank people who have helped you bring this book to 
life

Must start on a right hand page
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About the author

Optional (could also come at the end)

Your bio here, with photo and links to your website

Should start on a right hand page
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Who this book is for/How to read this book

Optional

With self-help books it can sometimes be useful to have this section too

Should start on a right hand page
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Foreword

Optional

Ensure this is written by someone with reputation and influence in your 
field

Shorter than the introduction. Usually 1-3 pages

Must start on right hand page
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Introduction or preface

This introduces your book and explains what it is about. It is written by the 
author. It should not repeat what is in the chapters. It is often best to write 
this last and include some personal stories that illustrate your topic well.

Usually at least 2 pages

Must start on right hand page
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Chapter 1

All chapters must follow the same formula or pattern.

They may include any or all of the following:

Anecdotes
Case studies
Tips
Lists
Graphics with captions
Resources and further reading
Photographs with captions
Quotations
Expert opinions
Information

Must start on right hand page
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All remaining chapters 
Must follow the same pattern as chapter 1 

All chapters start on right hand pages
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Epilogue or afterword

Optional

Must start on a right hand page
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Resources or further reading

Optional

It is best if it starts on a right hand page
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Bibliography

Optional

It is best if it starts on a right hand page
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Appendix

Optional
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Glossary of terms

Optional

Should start on right hand page
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Index

Optional

Should start on right hand page
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About the author

This could alternatively come here

It is best if it starts on a right hand page
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Advertisements

If you want any advertisements, even for your own products, they 
should go here
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Testimonials

Optional

If you want any quotations from satisfied clients or reviewers 

add these here


